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TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY-THIRD PLENARY MEETING

Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Friday, 21 October 1949, at 10.45 a.m.

President: General Carlos P. ROMULO (Philippines).

Installation of the Assistant Secretary
General in charge of Security Council
Affairs

1. The SECRETARY-GENERAL conducted Mr.
Constantin Zinchenko, the Assistant Secretary
General in charge of Security Council Affairs, to
the platform and introduced him to the General
Assembly.

2. At the invitation of the President, Mr. zi«.
chenbo took the oath, in accordance with reqvki
tions 2 and 3 of the provisional staff requlaiions.

Freedom of information: access for news
personnel to meetings of the United
Nations and the specialized agencies

REPORT OF THE THIRD COMMITTEE (A/lOll)

3. Mr. VRBA (Czechoslovakia), Rapporteur,
presented the report of the Third Committee to
gether with the accompanying draft resolution
(A/lOll).

4. He pointed out that the Third Committee
had approved the draft resolution it was present
ing to the General Assembly by 42 votes to none,
with 7 abstentions. He hoped that the Assembly
would uphold the Committee's decision and adopt
the draft resolution.

5. Mr. AZICOL:L (Lebanon) said that his dele
gation regarded the draft resolution submitted bv
the Third Committee as satisfactory despite its
many defects. Several deleg-ations, including- his
own, had tried during the discussion in the Third
Committee- to eliminate those defects and to
submit to the General Assembly a draft better
suited to the purpose in view; they had un
fortunately been unsuccessful.

6. The Lebanese delegation would have liked
to see the adoption of the amendment submitted
by the Philippine delega.tion, in order that the
inconsisten cy ill the text of sub-paragraph (a)
of that draft resolution might be eliminated-an
inconsistency which lay in the fact that all Mem
ber States were urged to grant news personnel
free access, not to their own territory, as should
have been stated in order to bring the text of
that sub-paragraph into line with the basic in
tention, but rather to countries where meetings
of the United Nations or specialized agencies
took. place, as if such States could have any au
thonty whatsoever to grant free access to coun
tries other than their own.

7. The Lebanese delegation would also have
liked to see the elimination from the text of the
draft. of another defect arising from the fact
that m the draft Member States were urged to
grant free access in accordance with the terms
and conditions of agreements made with them by
the United Nations 01" its specialized agencies, as
I f those States could grant such access in accord-

I See Otiicial Rl!conls of the fourth Si'SSiOH of the
General Asseinbl», Third Committee. 23~th arid 23ntl1
meMln!l~' .

ance with agreements which they had not made,
or as if they had already acted ill violation of
agreements made by them, which would make
such a recommendation necessary.

8. Finally, the Lebanese delegation would have
iiked-s-and that was the purpose of the amend
ment which it had submitted-to see a greater
measure of un iformity and equity in future
agreements concluded by the United Nations or
the specialized agencies with Member States.

9. In the draft submitted to the Assembly,
Member' States which had not made agreements
with the United Nations or the specialized agen
cies were urged to grant news personnel free
access to their territories on terms and condi
tions similar to those contained in agreements
made by the United Nations or its specialized
agencies with other Member States. In the first
place, that would be unfair to those States, ill
view of the fact that they were required to base
the facilities which they would have to g-r:tnt to
Press personnel on agreements which they hac!
not helped to prepare. Secondly, it would be un
fair to the States which had 'already concluded
such agreements, for it meant that those States
would be bound by the terms and conditions
accepted in the past, while other States which
had not yet concluded such agreements would
be given the possibility of altering those agree
ments in accordance with circumstances, The Clek
gation of Lebanon thought that the Stales which
had already concluded agreements should, in all
fairness, have the same opportunity of conclud
ing future agreements on the basi~ of those al
ready made, instead of having simply to adhere to
previous texts.

10. The proposed provisions also seemed likclv
to lead to an endless diversification of agreements
and thus to introduce confusion and chaos into
the relationships of 'Member States with the
United Nations and the specialized ag-cncil's, as
also into the relationship between the personnel
of in formation organs and the: various 1\ Icmhcr
States themselves. The delegation of Lebanon
would have preferred the Assembly to adopt tl

standard agreement on free access of personnel
of information organs to countries where meet
ings of the United Nations 01' the specialized
agencies were held; such an agreement to lie the
basis for all agreements concluded cm the subject
in the future. .

11. In that way, the lack of equity which char
acterized the draft under consideration would
have been avoided, by submitting to the Member
States, as the basis for thci r future agreements
\,:,ith the United Nations or the specialized agen
cies, a model agreement which they would have
help('~ to pre/?are ?l1cl adopt. -0-t the same tiI1H',
lI.ny ~'rsk of diversity and possibly of contradic
tion In the various agreements would have been
reduced to a minimum and a grC<l.t service
would have been rendered to the 1\'rember States
a~1(1 10 th~ personnel of the in format!on organs.
1 he adoption of the amendment submitted by the
Lehanese delegation would have made it possible
for those States to know immediately, in '1'1-
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vance, the kind of facilities they would be called
up~n ~o grant to .news personnel before deciding
to m~lte the United Nations or the specialized
age~cles to hold meetings in their territory. A
service would also have been rendered to the
news personnel by letting them know immedi
ately, in advance, the kind of facilities which they
might expect to receive from those States. It was
simply and solely in order to render that double
service that the Lebanese delegation had sub
mitted its amendment; Lebanon itself, incident
ally, had already concluded agreements with the
United Nations and one of the specialized agen
cies, and it was completely satisfied with those
agreements.

12. The vote which had been taken in the Third
Committee on the Lebanese amendment had
proved that the desires of the delegation of
Lebanon had been shared by a great number
of delegations, since, while nineteen delegations
had voted against the amendment, nineteen others
had voted in favour of it. The result of that vote
was such as to encourage the Lebanese delega
tion to submit its amendment again to the General
Assembly. It was not doing so solely because it
believed that, sooner or later, the large majority
of the General Assembly would share its belief
in the expedience of drawing up, adopting and
recommending a standard agreement, but be
cause, rather than force a decision on the subject
at that time, it preferred to obtain at a later date
a decision which it hoped might be unanimous.

13. Lebanon confidently hoped that the Secre
tary-General would nevertheless study the mat
ter, bearing in mind the wish expressed by half
the Members of the United Nations present and
voting when the vote had been taken in the Third
Committee.

14. The Lebanese delegation found the draft
resolution which was before the General As
sembly satisfactory, in 'spite of all its faults, at
least as a provisional measure pending the final
formulation of a standard agreement, and it
would therefore have no hesitation in voting for
the draft in the form in which it had been sub
mitted.

15. Mr. BRANA (Cuba) said his delegation
would support the draft resolution. Indeed, it
could not be otherwise, for Cuba had taken the
initiative in the matter at the United Nations
Conference on Freedom of Information held at
Geneva in April 1948; nevertheless, his delega
tion regretted that the draft resolution adopted
by the Economic and Social Council- limited the
scope of the idea contained in resolution No. 9
of the Conference on Freedom of Information,
which had more accurately embodied the legiti
mate desire of the world's democratic Press for
freedom so as better to serve truth and justice,
in accordance with the principles which were
raison d'etre of the United Nations.

16. Although the Economic and Social Council's
draft did not change the substance of resolution
No. 9, it was restrictive inasmuch as the limiting
adjective "public" before the words "informa
tion sources and services" circumscribed the ac
cess of news personnel to the sources of informa
tion and meetings of the United Nations referred

1 See Official Records of the Economic and Social
Council, Fourth Year, Ninth Session, Resolutions, No.
241 A (IX).

to in sub-paragraph (b) of the draft resolution
of the Third Committee, a discrimination not
contained in the corresponding paragraph of res
olution No. 9 adopted at the Conference on Free
dom of Information

17. The Cuban delegation considered that, de
spite those limitations, and despite the restrictive
tendencies evidenced by the majority group, as
shown in the debates in the Third Committee,
the draft resolution marked a notable step for
ward in the scheme for making sources of in
formation freely accessible, and would contribute
to a deeper understanding between the Press and
the organizations working to strengthen democ
racy and maintain peace.

18. Mr. Brafia recalled that at the 232nd meet
ing, eloquent speakers, although they had seemed
to disagree, had been at one in defending, main
taining and extolling freedom of speech.

19. His statement was proof of his country's
immutable principle always to defend freedom
of speech and consequently to advocate the fullest
and broadest access to the sources of informa
tion, without which there could be no such free
dom.

20. He reminded his audience of President
Roosevelt's definition of the four freedoms,
which included freedom of speech. It must be
emphasized that what had been at stake in the
last world conflict had been those four freedoms
and that the better world, foretold in the dreams
of that great visionary, was based on the complete
realization of freedom of speech.

21. Mr. Brafia was happy to say-and in so do
ing he also expressed the feelings of the Cuban
journalists who had suggested the action taken by
the delegation of Cuba at Geneva-that the spirit
of co-operation and ardent democratic solidarity
demonstrated by several delegations during the
debates, and particularly by Mexico and Uru
guay, was taking form. Those delegations had ex
pressed the ideas-and had given them the
noblest interpretation-which were at the basis
of the draft resolution; and Mr. Brafia hoped
that the Assembly would proceed to adopt that
draft.

22. Mr. KA,YSER (France) recalled that the
French delegation had been among those in the
Third Committee which had supported the Leba
nese amendment. The arguments advanced by
that delegation in the Committee-and just re
iterated in the Assembly-had convinced the
French representatives. He thanked the repre
sentative of Lebanon, however, for having with
drawn his amendment in order to make possible a
unanimous vote.

23. He joined the representative of Lebanon
in hoping that the Secretary-General would take
note of the discussion on that question in the
Third Committee and take steps at an early date
to ascertain whether it might not be possible to
work out a standard agreement on those delicate
and complex questions. If that were possible, the
procedure of organizing certain conferences
would in future be considerably expedited.

24. The PRESIDENT put to the vote the draft
resolution submitted by the Third Committee.

The resolution was adopted without objection.
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The prohlem of the independence of
Korea: report of the United Nations
Commission 011 Korea

REPORT OF THE Ad Ifoc POLI1'ICAL COMMITTEE
(A/I008) ; REPORT 01' THE FIl'TH COMMITTEE
(A/I027); DRAFT RESOLUTION SUBMITTED BY
THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
(A/1024) .

25. Mr. NISOT (Belgium), Rapporteur of the
Ad Hoc Political Committee, presented the re
port of the Commi ttee and the accompanying
draft resolution (A/lO08).

26. He drew attention to the fact 111at the As
sembly had already adopted two resolutions, 112
(11) and 195 (Ill), on the question of the inde
pendence of Korea.

27. By the second of those resolutions, adopted
on 12 December 1948, the Assembly had set up
the United Nations Commission on Korea and
had provided, inter alia, that the Commission
should submit a report at a subsequent session.
The very detailed report drawn up by that Corn
mission- had been discussed at great length by the
Ad Hoc Political Committee", and its principal
features constituted the basis on which the Com
mittee had drawn up the proposals before the
Assembly. Those proposals, which were in the
form of a draft resolution, recommended that the
United Nations Commission should be continued
and its competence broadened to some extent.

28. The PRESlDENT stated that since the Fifth
Committee .was meeting at Lake Success, its Rap
porteur, MIss WITTEVEEN (Netherlands] was un
a~le to prese~t to the Assembly the report of the
FI.fth. Committee (A/1027) on the financial im
plications of the draft resolution recommended
by the l.d Hoc Po.litical Committee. The report
of the Fifth Committee was, however, before the
Assembly..No action t~pon it was required at that
stage an? It was submitted only in order to fulfil'
the reqt1lre~1ents .of rule 142 of the rules of pro
cedure, which stipulated that no resolution in
volving expenditure should be voted by the Gen
eral Assembly until the Fifth Committee had had
an opportunity of stating the effect of the pro
posal on the budget estimates.

29. Mr. FAHY (United States of America) said
that the <!eneral A~sembly was fulfilling its high
est function when It spoke or acted on behalf of
the ,independence of peoples and of Governments,
as III the case of Korea. The Ad Hoc Political
COl:nmittee had overwhelmingly resolved that the
Unlt.ed Nations Commission on Korea should
continue and the United States urged the General
Assembly to confirm the action of that Commit
tee.

3~O. It was approximately two years since the
General Assembly had adopted its resolution 112
(II) of 14 November 1947 designed to brinz
b h · ' l:>a out t ~ creation of a Government in Korea
repre?entll]~ the people-a people which had been
promised liberation and freedom as a conse
quence of the defeat of Japan. In the part of
Korea south of the 38th parallel a free election
had been held under United Nations observa
tion. The Government of the Republic of Korea
had been established. United States occupation

1 See Official Records of the [ourtli session of the
General Assembly, Supplement No. 9.

forces had been withdrawn. The lawful character
of the new Government had been acknowledged
by the General Assembly in its resolution 195
(Ill), and that Government had since been
recognized by more than twenty Member States
of the United Nations.
31. No free election had been permitted north
of the 38th parallel. There, a third of the people
and half of the area of the country lay behind
a barrier erected by a puppet Government sup
ported by the Soviet Union. The representatives
of the United Nations were excluded and the au
thority of the General Assembly was flouted. A
vast propaganda campaign was waged against the
United Nations Commission and against the rep
resentative Government chosen freely by the
people in the area opened to United Nations
observation south of the 38th parallel.

32. The United Nations Commission on Korea,
established at the third session of the General
Assembly, had made a comprehensive report
pointing out the threat of conflict, of explosive
incidents, the continuation of social, economic
an~l political barriers, and the danger that unifi
cation would not take place. There was danger of
a cruel civil war growing' out of the bellig-erent
manifestations of those who dominated North
Korea.
33. The aim of the draft resolution submitted
by the Ad Hoc Political Committee was to aid in
maintaining peace and furthering the unification
of Korea. So long as the spirit of incitement to

armed conflict existed in Korea, and as long as,
on occasion, such conflict ill fact occurred, the
purpose of the General Assembly to bring about
the unification and complete independence of
Korea under a single national Government, set up
under the scrutiny of the United Nations Com
mission, was endangered. The safctv and well
being' of the Republic itself, and of its inhabi
tants, were also endangered. For that reason the
draft resolution provided that the Commission
should observe and report any developments
which might lead to or involve military conflict
in Korea. It was the view of the United States
that a commission empowered to act in that re
spect would serve as an important stabilizing and
deterrent influence, and that, if conflict should
occur, the United Nations would have available
testimony from a duly constituted agency of its
own. regarding the nature and origin of such a
conflict and regarding the responsibility for its
occurrence.· .'

34. There remained also the important question
of the realization of unity and independence for
all Korea. The draft resolution provided means
whereby, in case the threat of military conflict
were removed or mitigated, the Commission
1~1ight assist in the establishment of a single na
tional Government over an undivided country.
The Commission was to seek to facilitate the re
moval of barriers 'to friendly intercourse in
Korea, and to make its good offices available and
be prepared to assist, whenever in its judgment a
fa,:,our~ble .opportunity aro~e, in bringing about
unification 111 accordance WIth the principles en
dorsed by the General Assembly. The authoritv
of the Commission to utilize the services and
good offices of persons whether they were repre
sentatives on the Commission or not, was

"Ibid., Ad Hoc Political Committee, 2nd to 6th meet
ings inclusive.
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designed to.~i;re t? the C~mmission the broadest
possible faclhtles 111 ca~Tymg out tho.se purposes
and functions. The United States believed that a
commission having such powers as were set
forth in the draf~ resolution would 1;>e able ~o con
tribute substantially and appropnately, m the
light of current conditions i~ Korea, to t1~e final
solution of the problem of mdependence 111 that
country, and do so throu~h the establishment of a
national Government acting by, and on behalf of,
the will of a united people.

35. The United States accordingly supp?rted
the draft resolution submitted by the Committee,
and would of course vote against the USSR draft
resolution (A/1024), which had been rejected in
the Third Committee by an overwhelming ,:ote
and which would have brought an end to United
Nations assistance. The United States strongly
recommended the Committee's draft resolution
to the favourable consideration of other delega
tions as an expression of the purpose of the Gen
eral Assembly to promote the independence of a
long-suffering and valiant people. whom the
United Nations should help to achieve what so
many others enjoyed, namely, freedom and inde
pendence.

36. Mr. CLEMENTIS (Czechoslovakia) said that
the first items on the General Assembly's agenda
which had come to it after having been discussed
in the Ad H GC Political Committee belonged to
that category of questions which he had ch~rac

terized during the general debate (228th meeting)
as not conducive to better understanding among
the Member States or to the strengthening of the
United Nations. The General Assembly had
started the current session in a hopeful atmos
phere. In spite of the North Atlantic Treaty, ~nd

in spite of the fact that on tl~e eve. ~f the sess:on
there had been a demonstrative military meetmg
of the North Atlantic Treaty Powers, everyone
had felt at least for a time, that agreement could
be reached on solutions for some outstanding
problems which had already been on the agenda
of previous sessions or had been included in the
agenda of the current session.

37. In the general debate, the Czechoslovak dele
gation had summed up the prerequisites for such
successful work as follows: the General As
sembly must clear its agenda of such subjects as
the so-called problem of the independence of
Korea and the so-called problem of the oliserv
ance in Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania of hu
man rights and fundamental freedoms. A furt~er
prerequisite for successful work was the stnct
observance of duties and obligations under the
Charter, at least-and in view of past experience
Mr. Clementis was being very modest-within
the framework of the United Nations and not
outside it. In connexion with the Korean ques
tion and the draft resolution adopted by the ma
jority of the Ad H GC Political Committee, he
wished to point out the specific reasons why that
question did not enter into the competence of the
United Nations.

38. The Korean question belonged to the cate
gory of those which had been and remained con
troversial; no solution had been found for the
substance of the problem. As all the delegations
were well aware, there were on the agenda other
problems of the same category with respect to
which the usual majority took a decision that was
not a decision, only in order that the question

should be brought up again and again at subse
quent sessions.

39. Although the General Assembly could, and
obviously must, discuss all those questions sepa
rately, and although it could, and must, vote on
them separately, it could not solve them without
fulfilling the general prerequisite to which he had
referred. That would, however, require a funda
mental change in the attitude of the usual ma
jority or, to put it quite clearly, a change in the
attitude of those who commanded the usual
majority.

40. It was common knowledge that the current
United States policy was responsible for the di
vision of Korea, because such division answered
the aims of that policy. That was why the United
States did not respect the Moscow agreement on
Korea concluded by the great Powers; that was
why it had put the question before the United
Nations, where it commanded the usual majority,
but where the question did not belong.

41. It was hardly possible to expect a change in
United States policy and respect for the princi
ples and interests of the United Nations in the
Korean question, in which that country was di
rectly concerned, when it was ready to violate
hitherto recognized principles of the Charter and
the hitherto respected gentleman's agreement, in
the interest of the short-sighted and hazardous
cold war. That had happened in the case of the
election at the 231st meeting, of one of the new
membe;s of the Security Council. That member
had been elected against the will of the whole
geographical group on w~lOse bel:alf that election
had been held and notwithstanding the fact that
even those who had voted for the United States
candidate had been very well aware of the grave
consequences of their decision for the possibili
ties of an understanding in the General As
sembly ~nd for the United Nations as a whole.

42. Following upon that event, the old contro
versial issues had become even more controver
sial because it had been clearly proved that, on
the 'other side, there was not the sl!ghtest will for
understanding and loyal co-operation, Therefore,
even though the Korean question was to be ex
amined separately and independently, its c0.11
nexion with and dependence upon the other IS
sues to which Mr. Clementis had referred should
not be forgotten.

43. The question of the independence of Korea
was one of the most tragic chapters in the history
of the United Nations, as was proved by the fact
that the rostrum and the prestige of the United
Nations were being abused for the achievement
of the selfish aspirations of one Power.

44. Mr. Clementis remembered only too w.ell
that, when the activity of the so-called Joint
Commission based on the Moscow agreement of
December 1945 had reached a deadlock, it had
been the Govel:nment of the USSR which had
proposed tha~ the Korean peol?le s~ould be given
the opportunity to express thel~ wJ11 and to fO!lTJ
an independent Government WIthout t1:e par~lcl

pation of the United States and the SOVIet UnIOn,
on the condition that the troops of those two
Powers were withdrawn from Korea. Shortly be
fore on 4 September 1947, in its reply to the note
fron;' the United States, the USSR Government
had clearly declared that 0e ~nit~d ~tates pro
posals submitted at that time m VIOlatIOn of the

30690-6
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Moscow agreement not only would not solve the
situation created by the division of the country
into two zones but, on the contrary, would ag
gravate it still further.
45. Two years later it had to be stated, to Mr.
Clernentis' great regret, that the fears expressed
by the Soviet Union in September 1947 had been
confirmed by subsequent developments, There
was still no single and united Korea, and the Ko
rean people in the southern zone, who had suf
fered greatly under Japanese occupation, were
being exposed to further hardship and persecu
tion.
46. In 1947, when the establishment of the
Temporary Commission On Korea had been ad
vocated, for the purpose-at least according to
the formal wording of the draft resolution sub
mitted at that time-of creating a united Korea,
the Czechoslovak delegation had categorically op
posed that proposal'. It had maintained then that
the question must be decided exclusively by the
Korean people themselves, on the assumption
that all obstacles to freedom of expression would
be eliminated and that the troops would be with
drawn. It had pointed out then that the issue did
110t belong on the agenda of the General As
sembly of the United Nations, because discussion
of the item would constitute a serious interfer
ence in the internal affairs of the Korean people.
47. At the first part of the third session of the
General Assembly, it was the Czechoslovak dele
gation which had submitted to the First Commit
tee a formal proposal that true representatives of
the indigenous population should be invited, rep
resentatives who, despite the division of Korea
into two military zones, had been elected by se
cret ballot in democratic elections carried out on
the entire territory of Korea in August 1948. The
Czechoslovak delegation had been of the opinion
that, since the Korean question had been placed
on the agenda in complete contradiction with the
principle of the Charter that sovereignty was
vested in the people, the representatives of the
people concerned should at least be present. That
p~oposal had.been rejected by the majority of the
FIrst Committee". On the other hand, members
had been compelled to listen to statements made
by the representatives of a puppet Government,
a Government appointed with the assistance of
the United Nations Commission on Korea, which
had been a body entirely subservient to the inter
ests of the imperialistic Powers, primarily the
United States.

48. In December 1948 the USSR had with
drawn its armed forces from the northern part
of Korea and had thus created the conditions at
least in that part of the country, for an entirely
free political and economic development of the
local population. That had met with enthusiastic
approval on the part of the Korean people, who
had been fully aware of the significance of the
step taken by the Soviet Union.

49. It would be remembered that a part-and
only a part-of the United States troops had
been withdrawn six months later. The remainder
of the United States armed forces in South
Korea l~ad. been left behind in order to prevent
the re~ltzat~on of th~ desire of the Korean people
fo.r u11lficab.on, and 111 order to protect and main
tam strategIC bases which, especially in view of

1 See Official Records of the second session of the
General Assembly, FIrst ICommittee, 92nd meeting.

the recent development in China, had become of
even greater importance in the plans of the war
mongers.
50. The debate in the Ad Hoc Political Com
mittee at the current session had followed the
same pattern as at preceding sessions. The USSR
proposal that the true representatives of the Ko
rean people should be invited had been instantly
and unhesitatingly rejected once more, by repre
sentatives who so often advocated the self-de
termination of peoples and proclaimed their ad
herence to democratic ideas. Moreover, the rep
resentatives of the puppet regime of South Korea
had been invited only in order to echo most
obediently his master's voice. The debate had
been utilized-as usual-for further attacks on
the policy of the Soviet Union, attacks which had
been completely unfounded and in bad taste.
51. The draft resolution adopted by the ma
jority of the members of the Ad Hoc Political
Committee and submitted to the Assembly for its
approval maintained the unrealistic approach to
the problem made familiar by previous resolu
tions. That attitude was in complete contradic
tion with the principles and purposes of the
Charter and the wishes of the Korean people,
who had not ceased to call for the unification of
the entire territory without foreign intervention
and without assistance from the United Nations
Commission.

52. The preamble of the draft resolution, in re
ferring to the fact that the unity of Korea had
so far not been achieved, completely ignored
the fundamental importance of the recent devel
opment, namely, the emergence of the only legal
Government, established on the basis of demo
cratic elections by secret ballot which had been
carried out on the entire territory of Korea in
August 1948. It culminated in the assertion that
the situation described by the Commission might
lead to an open military conflict in Korea. But
full responsibility for that situation must be im
puted to the Commission, and hence to the United
States, since the Commission had been the obedi
ent instrument of that Power. On the other hand,
under a show of formal objectivity, the draft res
olution called for the verification of the with
drawal of the USSR armed forces-a with
drawal completed and annnounced to the whole
world almost a year previously, long before the
United States had given any indication of simi
lar action on its part.

53. It would be superfluous to deal with other
details of the draft resolution. They followed a
familiar pattern, concerning which the Czechoslo-

- vak delegation had expressed its basic attitude on
previous occasions. The worst feature was that
the duration of the Commission as proposed in
the draft resolution was not specified. Thus, from
its own rostrum, from which the principle of the
self-determination and equality of all nations had
been so ardently-even though very often hypo
critically-advocated, the General Assembly was
being asked to place obstacles in the way of the
Korean people's progress toward freedom and
independence.

54. It was obvious that, since the draft resolu
tion disregarded basic principles of the Charter,
the Czechoslovak delegation could not agree to it,
and would therefore vote against it and in favour

2 See Official Records 0t the third session. of the Gen
eral Assembly, Port I, FIrst Committee, 230th meeting.
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of the adoption of the draft resolution of the
Soviet Union which met the interests both of the
Korean people and of the United Nations.

55. Mr. LID ClIIElI (China) said that the prob
lem of Korean independence and unity had been
placed before the General Assembly at its second
session in 1947; since that date the Assembly had
been continuously seized of the question.

56. From the outset, all had recognized the
pressing and legitimate claims of the Korean
people to independence and freedom. It was grati
fying that, since General Assembly resolu
tion 112 (H) of 14 November 1947, free elec
tions had taken place under the observation of the
United Nations Temporary Commission in cer
tain parts of Korea, the inhabitants of which
constituted approximately two-thirds of the total
population of the country. A national Govern
ment, based on the will of the electorate, had
come into being and had been declared by the
U ni ted Nations as the lawful and sole Govern
ment of Korea.

57. Notwithstanding those achievements, the
vital problem of unification remained to be set
tled : unless it was settled the people of Korea
would not gain the complete independence and
unity promised them during the war. The Korean
people had placed full faith and trust in the
United Nations and were looking to it for the
fulfilment of its pledge and promise.

58. Fully conscious of its obligations toward
Korea, the General Assembly, at its third ses
sion, had recognized that the work of the Tempo
rary Commission had not been complete and that
some way must be found to carry forward the
urgent task of unification, if the hopes and aspi
rations of the Korean people were to be realized.
It was for that reason that the United Nations
Commission on Korea had been established. Its
main purpose, as laid down in General Assembly
resolution 195 (HI) of 12 December 1948, had
been to "lend its good offices to bring about the
unification of Korea".

59. But unification had not been accomplished
and, according to the Commission's report, the
prospect of attaining that end was more and more
remote.

60. During the discussion in the Ad Hoc Politi
cal Committee, the Chinese delegation had out
lined the reasons for that failure; those reasons
should be apparent to anyone who had studied
the reports of the Commission on Korea. Mr.
Liu Chieh did not propose to recapitulate those
causes, but they were certainly not the fault of
the Commission itself; the Commission, as was
fully recognized, had performed its work in ex
tremely difficult circumstances. Nor could the fail
ure be attributed to the Korean people, who were
homogenous in race, language and culture, and
even under prolonged Japanese occupation had not
failed to preserve and cherish their unity. The di
vision along the 38th parallel had been introduced
for purely military reasons, but its continuance
had brought bitterness, frustration and mutual
distrust among the people. It had caused great
economic distress and had retarded the recovery
of the country as a whole.

61. 111e Chinese delegation took a serious view
of the situation. It was convinced that, unless the
artificial division of the country into North and
South Korea was discontinued in the near future

and unless border incidents were stopped, the
situation in Korea would become increasingly
difficult, as well as dangerous to the peace and
tranquility of the entire Far East. Irrefutable re
ports showed that armed raids across the 38th
parallel, involving increasingly large numbers,
had recently become more frequent. Only that
day, and account had been given in The New Y'ork
Times of a five-day battle on the border. No one
could fail to be alarmed by such clear indication
of what might happen in the future.

62. The draft resolution before the General As
sembly dealt with the dangers in the Korean
situation. It drew attention particularly to the
border incursions and made provision for a prac
tical method of observing and reporting on condi
tions along the 38th parallel so that the prospect
of open military conflict in Korea might be less
ened. It contained the minimum provisions neces
sary at that juncture for the safeguarding of
peace and security in that troubled part of Asia.
It also contained provisions for continuing and
strengthening the Commission in its work in
Korea, so that it might seek by renewed effort to
help bring about the unification of the country.

63. The Chinese delegation therefore urged the
Assembly to accord its support to the draft reso
lution. Mr. Liu Chieh appealed to every delega
tion, in casting its vote, to place the interests of
the Korean people before all other considerations,
so that it might be recorded that, in its struggle
for unity and independence, Korea had had the
steadfast support and encouragement of all peace
loving and freedom-loving States represented at
the current session of the General Assembly.

64. Mr. ZEBROWSKI (Poland) stated that the
Korean people's right to independence had been
fully and clearly recognized by an international
agreement following closely upon the cessation of
hostilities in East Asia. In the report of the Con
ference of the Foreign Ministers of the USSR,
the United States and the United Kingdom, held
in Moscow in December 1945, it had been laid
down that Korea should be an independent State,
that it should develop in accordance with demo
cratic principles, and that the disastrous results of
the protracted Japanese domination should be
eradicated as early as possible. Provision had also
been made for the establishment of a provisional
democratic Government of Korea, for joint assist
ance to that Government by the Soviet Union and
the United States, and for the securing of the col
laboration of Korean democratic parties and
social organizations.

65. Over and above that agreement of the For
eign Ministers, however, there were many other
solid and durable foundations for the right of
the Korean people to independence. That right
was deeply rooted in the historical tradition of
Korea and its highly-developed and individual
culture. Under modern conditions, the right of
the Korean nation to independence was based
first and foremost on the will of the masses that
in Korea, as elsewhere, a national Government
should be established which would ensure them
freedom from any sort of oppression and en
slavement-external as well as internal, political
as well as economic and social-and which would
enable the masses to remove all barriers standing
in the way of their full participation in the eco
nomic and cultural life of the nation. The estab
lishment of such a Government was the true
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71. Unemployment was non-existent. Trade
unions, and peasants', women's, and youth organ
izations were growing in numerical strength and
importance.

72. Under the leadership of the democratic
parties, the political activity and experience of the
masses in North Korea were growing at a great
pace. Several general elections by secret ballot
had been held in North Korea, with the active
participation of practically the whole electorate.
In the elections held in August 1948 in both
North and South Korea, the Supreme People's
Assembly had been elected. In that Assembly, the
representatives of South Korea occupied 300
seats out of a total of 572. The Supreme People's
Assembly had approved the reforms previously
introduced in North Korea and had given the
country a democratic Constitution.

73. Thus, the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, the only independent Korea, had come
into being and was rapidly progressing. It was
well known that its very existence was resented
in certain quarters. One of the principal aims of
United States policy in Korea had been to pre
vent its birth and, once it had been born, to re
strict and to smother it.

74. The regime established by the United States
in South Korea was not only based on a violation
of the Moscow Agreement of 1945; it was also a
violation of the right of the Korean people to in
dependence and self-determination. The way in
which the functioning of the Joint Commission
of the United States and the Soviet Union had
been obstructed by the United States partner was
too well known to require further mention. The
aim of the Seoul regime, created and sponsored
by the United States, was neither the independ
ence of Korea nor democracy in Korea. The 50
called Government of Syngrnan Rhee was not a
Government of the Korean people, for the Ko
rean people, by the Korean people.

75. It was 110t a Government of the people be
cause its members had long since forfeited the
right to represent their own people, either be
cause they had collaborated with the Japanese or
because they had fostered and promoted collabo
ration. They were afraid to be left alone with
their own people and to have to account to them
for their actions. That was why they were whim
pering for more American dollars and bayonets.

76. Neither was it a Government by the Korean
people. Abundant evidence could be produced 10
show that it was a regime established by foreign
intervention, that the people were in almost con
tinuous revolt against that 'regime, and that it was
a fact a Government by foreign agents-agents
from the United States.

77. Still less was it a Government for the Ko
rean people, since its only raison d'etre was to be
the willing tool of United States imperialistic
policy and to preserve the vested feudal interests
of the small group of reactionary politicians,
landlords and Japanese puppets, a group threat
ened in its very existence by the march of Ko
rean democracy. That so-called Government had
not yet done anything to promote the well-being
of the Koreans or to foster the progress of the
nation. It had done much to turn South Korea
into a United States colony and a vast prison for
its own countrymen.

meaning of national independence and democ
racy.
66. To attain those ends, the people of Korea
had fought against the Japanese rulers long be
fore the Second World War, but. particularly
during the war. Many Korean patriots, arms 111

hand, had fought the Japanese in Korea and
elsewhere.
67. As soon as the Japanese power in K.orea had
begun to crack under the blows dealt to It by the
USSR army, and some time before the United
States troops had landed in Korean ports, a broad
movement had spread throughout Korea to set up
the first democratic authorities in the country.
The spontaneity with which the people's comm~t
tees had sprung up in thousands of Korean vil
lages and towns was the best proof of the
strength of the Korean peopl.e's desire to attain
independence and a democrat!c form of g~,:ern
ment. General Hodge, the United States Military
Governor, had succeeded in abolishing the
people's committee later on; he had not, however,
been able to destroy the latent force of' the Ko
rean people.
68. Mr. Zebrowski would not describe the sub
sequent developments in Korea stage by stage. It
was enough to say that the movement which had
started with the people's committees in the au
tumn of 1945 had succeeded. In North Korea, oc
cupied by the army of the Soviet Union, it had
met with no obstacles. Since 1945, successive au
thorities elected by the people of North Korea
including the existing Government of the Demo
cratic People's Republic of Korea, which had also
been elected by the people of South Korea in the
election of 1948-had made every effort to create
suitable political, economic and cultural condi
tions for the existence of a real democracy-a
people's democracy.
69. Democratic reforms carried out in the na
tional economy had materially changed the living
conditions of the population of North Korea and
had created the basis for a further development
of economic productivity in the interest of the
Korean working people. By nationalizing big in
dustrial enterprises, the banks and the land, the
democratic authorities had established firm con
trol over the economic life of the country and had
started to develop it along the lines of planned
economy. That policy had achieved remarkable
results in 1948, particularly in power production,
coal mining' and the chemical industry. A land
reform had been carried out on the principle that
the land should belong only to those working on
it; landowners, former Japanese proprietors and
monasteries had been dispossessed. By distribut
ing the land thus acquired to the 720,000 poor
peasants of North Korea, the Government had
not only improved the general standard of living
of the peasantry but, at the same time, substan
tially raised the productivity of North Korean
farming.

70. In the field of education and culture, the
people of North Korea were progressing rapidly,
making good the losses suffered under Japanese
rule. The campaign against illiteracy was en
abling millions of Korean citizens to participate
more fully in the political and cultural li fe of
their country. New schools, community houses,
theatres and libraries were being built. General
and technical education was spreading rapidly
among the population.
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78. The Polish delegation did not wish to be ac
cused of preferring unsubstantiated charges. The
item on the Assembly's agenda was not new; the
facts corroborating the views of the Polish dele
gation had been amply quoted in Committee, not
only at the ~urrent session but also ~t earlier
ones. Every Item of factual news commg from
South Korea was an accusation of United States
policy in that country and of the res~llting co~di

tions. Even the reports of the United Nations
Commission on Korea, no matter how they tried
to conceal unpleasant facts, were full of out
rageous information on what was going on in
South Korea.

79. The very existence of peoples' democracies,
in Korea as elsewhere, was a thorn in the side of
United States imperialistic policy. Peoples' de
mocracies meant national sovereignty, political as
wel1 as economic; they were synonymous with
freedom and peace. But it was not for freedom
or for peace that the Americans had come to
South Korea. Regardless of official declarations,
the United States, which in fact ruled South
Korea, looked upon it as a springboard to the
Asian continent, as a check against popular move
ments of momentous importance sweeping East
Asia, and as a likely victim for American capital
ist monopolies. Though the United States dele
gation might not like to hear it, the similarities
between the United States policy in Korea and
that of Japan were striking.

80. It was no accident, therefore, that the only
al1ies the United States Military Government
had found in South Korea had been the most
reactionary elements which, to save themselves
from the wrath of the Korean people, were only
too ready to serve the new American masters as
many of them had served the Japanese in earlier
days. That was to have been expected; it was
impossible to promote imperialism and export de
mocracy at the same time. From the very begin
ning, it had been obvious that the United States
Government's foothold in Korea was very pre
carious.

81. The policy of upholding and sheltering the
terroristic regime of Syngman Rhee, the policy
of delaying the withdrawal of occupation forces
-as contrasted with the policy pursued by the
Soviet Union-and the policy of checking the
political, social and economic development of
South Korea could not but bring permanent dis
credit upon the American masters and their Ko
rean servants in the eyes of the Korean people.

82. In view of the growing opposition in South
Korea, increasingly wider measures of terrorism
had become necessary. The United States, un
willing to bear the responsibility alone, had two
years previously sought and obtained the blessing
of the United Nations for maintaining United
States control over the southern part of Korea.

83. General1y speaking, there was little in the
report of the United Nations Commission on
Korea to distinguish it from its predecessor, the
report of the United Nations Temporary Corn
mission on Korea'. The purpose of both Commis
SIOns had been to provide camouflage for Syng
man Rhee's regime and to muffle the. voice of
those people of South Korea who were leading a
d;t~rmined and heroic struggle against that
regnue.

1 See Official Records of the third session of the
General Assembly, Supplement No. 9.
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84. It was, however, amusing to note that the
Commission, after going to Seoul to act rather as
a mentor to Syngman Rhee's so-called Govern
ment, was in fact being bullied b}'l that Govern
ment and told what to do and what not to do. Dis
patched from Paris to the sound of bugles, the
Commission had turned out to be a sort of Cin
derel1a at the court of that potentate who seemed
to have grown confident in the attributions of his
own sovereignty, Mr. Zebrowski wondered
whether Syngman Rhee had perhaps been in
structed to act in that way by some United States
adviser.

85. He recalled the experience of the Commis
sion in seeking to carry out its instructions to
check upon the development of representative
government in South Korea. It had been made
clear that anyone whom the Commission might
wish to hear had to be screened by the so-called
Government itself. After showing some unwill
ingness, the Commission had complied, stating
that any reputable Korean who approached the
Commission in good faith could not be denied
access to it. But whether the Korean in question
was really reputable and bona fide and not merely
subservient could be established only with the
help of the Government itself.

86. Mr. Zebrowski then referred to the adop
tion by the Commission of the procedure of ap
proaching the Government of the Democratic
People's Republic through the good offices of the
USSR. The method was preposterous, since it
was a well-known fact that the Government in
North Korea was a sovereign Government en
joying international recognition. But it was
exactly what Mr. Syngman Rhee had wanted the
Commission to do.

87. In its conclusions, the Commission had tried
to make the Soviet Union and the United States
equally responsible for the division of Korea. At
the same time, however, the whole report was
nothing but an attempt to give the United States
a clean bill of health. The inference was obvious.

88. After the Commission's report had come the
joint draft resolution of Australia, China, the
Philippines and the United States, which was be
fore the Assembly as a draft resolution of the Ad
H DC Political Committee.

89. The Polish delegation viewed the draft res
olution with grave concern. Fully conscious of .its
responsibilities, it wished to draw the attention
of the General Assembly to the fact that, by
adopting the dra~t, the. United Nations would be
taking a further ill-advised step along the danger
ous road which it had been following since 14
November 1947. In some respects the draft reso
lution echoed resolutions 112 (ll) and 195 (Ill)
of 14 November 1947 and 12 December 1948,
which had created the former United Nations
Commissions on Korea. But it was also charac
terized by three new features, all of extreme im
portance. First, the Commission was to be made a
permanent body; s~c.olldly, in -:iew. of an alleged
danger of open military COn,fllct m Korea, the
Commission was to be authorized to observe and
report any development which might lead to or
otherwise involve military conflict in Korea;
thirdly the Commission was to verify the with
drawal of the Soviet occupation forces .

90. In the opinion of the Polish delegation, the
inclusion of those three new points in the draft
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